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Abstract: Main objective of wireless communication system is the design of wideband, multiband low profile small
antenna. A fractal antenna effectively utilizes the available space within a sphere of radius „r‟ which improves the
bandwidth of the antenna enclosed in the sphere [2]. The term fractal refers to miniaturized structure which stands for
irregular or broken pieces. Several natural phenomenons like trees, mountains etc. shows fractal nature. The fractal
concepts are used in antenna theory and design and there are many studies and implementation of fractal antenna
elements and arrays. This paper brings a comparison of different shrinking methods on antenna size based on fractal
geometry while maintaining performance parameters. This paper presents a survey on fractal antennas designed with
different geometric structures, its iteration process, radiation parameters etc. Which are used for wireless applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The term FRACTAL, coined by Benoit B. Mandelbrot
(French Mathematician) in 1970‟s from a Latin word
“fractus”, means “fractured” or “broken” [1]. Fractal
concepts have been applied to many branches of science
and engineering including antenna theory and design.
Fractal antenna finds this wide spread application because
of its multiband property and small physical size, as
fractals contains scaled copies of itself it can operate at
different wave lengths hence it exhibits the multi band
property keeping the radiation parameters similar at
different operating wavelengths. The self similarity
exhibited by fractal, effectively utilizes the available
space. Fractals can be classified into deterministic and
random. Deterministic contain scaled down and rotated
versions of themselves, [2]. Random fractals have some
elements of randomness. Deterministic fractals are again
classified into linear and nonlinear. Fractal geometries can
be generated by iterative process which results in self
similar properties with Minkowski Island, Koch fractal
loop, Sierpinski gaskets etc. By effectively utilizing the
space filling properties fractal antennas overcome some of
the limitations of electrically small antennas that they can
resonate and show much higher input resistance than
antennas with classic geometry.

iteration is carried out „n‟ number of times which refers to
the order of Sierpinski-gasket fractal. As in Figure1, the
black triangle areas represent a metallic conductor whereas
the regions where metal has been removed are represented
by the white triangle areas. The formula for total length of
Sierpinski gasket is l=h(3/2)n, where h is the curve height
and „n„ is the number of iterations.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY
Adopting Fractals is one way in which antenna size can be
reduced. The researches in the field of fractal antennas
resulted in tremendous growth in antenna design
Figure .1
technology and hence the field of wireless communication.
A survey on different previously proposed antennas
2.2 Koch Fractal
based on fractal geometries is carried out here.
Here the iteration starts with a Euclidean Triangle and is
2.1 Sierpinski gasket
portioned into three equal parts and the segment at middle
The first fractal geometry to be described is the Sierpinski is replaced with two others of same length to form the
gasket [3]. The procedure for constructing this geometry generator. This is reused in higher iteration, keeping
of fractal begins with an equilateral triangle and then scaled versions of the imitator as shown in Fig 2 .2(a) and
removing the similar triangle from the former triangle, the 2.2(b)
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Fig. 2.2(a)

Fig.2.4
3. COMPARISON OF ANTENNAS BASED ON
DIFFERENT FRACTAL GEOMETRIES
A multiband fractal antenna based on the sierpinski carpet
geometry was proposed in [4] with results shown in Table
1. Comparison of different antenna parameters based on
different fractal geometries shows the results as in Table. 2
Fig. 2.2(b)
2.3Sierpinski Carpet fractal
The construction of Sierpinski Carpet is similar to
Sierpinski gasket with triangles replaced by squares as in
2.3(c). The starting geometry of the Carpet fractal antenna
is the initiator square patch, and the successive iterations
of fractal antenna is obtained by replacing each of the four
straight sides of the starting structure with the generator.

3.1Results of multiband fractal antenna based on the
sierpinski carpet.
Table-1
Resonant Frequency
4.54 GHz
4.706 GHz

Gain
7.41 dB
1.251dB

Directivity
9.359
4.491

3.2 Comparison of different antenna parameters based
on different fractal geometries.
Table-2
Sl.
No.
1

Antenna
Structure
Square
Fractale
[6,7]

2

Kotch
Fractal
[10,11,12]
Circular
Fractal
[8,9]

3

Fig.2.3
2.4 Hilbert Curve Fractal Antennas
Hilbert curves can pack longer curves in a given area. This
space filling property helps to fill electrically long
antennas into small space. The multiple square curves as
in fig .2.4 makes the operation of antenna at multiple
frequencies, keeping the same electrical length and
resonating at multiple frequencies.[12].A
miniaturized
antenna based on modified Hilbert curves suitable for
implantable medical applications in a lossy environment
was proposed in[13].

Frequency
Band
3.0 GHz,
07.49GHz,
09.68GHz,
11.21GHz
1-5 GHz

Return Loss

Gain

22.20db, 18.70dB

12.02dBi

13-16 dB

2.983.01 dbi

3.0 GHz,
4.275
GHz,
6.3GHz,
10.2 GHz,
11.2 GHz

15.5db 20.2db,
20.4db20.8db,
25.5db,-25db

>5dBi

4. CONCLUSION
A review on micro strip antenna using different fractal
geometry is presented in this paper. The review shows
that self-similar structure of fractals exhibits multiband
property. And fractal antennas can be modified to bring
about omnidirectional radiation pattern with good
efficiency while maintaining other antenna parameter
satisfactorily. Future studies are required to bring out a
correlation between fractal geometries and antenna
performance parameters.
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